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this publication supplies accurate objective information about the european community it is
primarily for educational purposes sections include the european union its institutions the
financing of the european union community policies the environment population education
research technological development the labor market living standards agriculture fishing fish
farming energy industry services money finance national accounts the european union s
international trade the external relations of the european union list of abbreviations in this
publication scholars from various european countries address the symbolic deficit of the eu and
the continent as a whole they examine the history and meanings of various myths surrounding
europe as well as discussing the cultural shift that will have to occur in order to give rise to a
multicultural identity recoge the european union a success story the european union a growing
family size and population quality of life education research and the information society
europeans at work economic activity and trade transport energy and the environment
europeans living together the candidate countries a friendly neighbourhood this publication
contains a wide range of comparable and up to date data for the european union and its
member states euro zone countries the european economic area and other global key players
chapters cover social statistics relating to population health education the labour market
household and welfare issues the economy including national accounts prices and wages
balance of payments and international trade the environment including water resources and
supply waste treatment air pollution and climate change science and technology issues such as
research and development and the growth of the information society business sectors and
enterprises including industry and construction tourism transport and energy agriculture forestry
and fisheries the yearbook contains all structural indicators the european commission and
national governments have agreed to use to evaluate progress in the eu the european union eu
covers a large part of the continent of europe in 2004 its membership increases from 15 to 25
when two more countries join in 2007 the eu will have a population of nearly half a billion the
european union aims to be a fair and caring society all eu countries are committed to peace
democracy the rule of law and respect for human rights and they work together to promote
these values in the wider world to become more competitive and prosperous the eu is creating
new and better jobs and giving its citizens new skills in partnership with its near neighbours the
eu is also working to spread prosperity and democratic progress beyond its borders this booklet
sets out many basic facts about the european union and presents up to date figures in a series
of clear and entertaining graphs and illustrations from emperors and queens to artists and world
travelers from popes and scholars to saints and heretics key figures in medieval europe brings
together in one volume the most important people who lived in medieval europe between 500
and 1500 gathered from the biographical entries from the on going series the routledge
encyclopedias of the middle ages these a z biographical entries discuss the lives of over 575
individuals who have had a historical impact in such areas as politics religion or the arts
individuals from places such as medieval england france germany iberia italy and scandinavia
are included as well as those from the jewish and islamic worlds a thematic outline is included
that lists people not only by categories but also by regions for a full list of entries contributors
and more visit the routledge encyclopedias of the middle ages website as job and career
movement within europe has become ever easier it has become increasingly important to know
more about european education this book a companion volume to uk education facts and figures
provides wide and varied data covering all of western europe europe in figures is for and about
europeans this edition provides a wealth of harmonised and comparable data on the european
union the euro zone and the eu member states with additional statistics for major non european
countries european business looks at more than 125 european manufacturing and service
industries production and foreign trade are included in this report as is a macroeconomic outlook
for the region and a look at emerging industries 本書では円や三角 四角 線などのシンプルな形が生み出す斬新なデザインと 作品のメッセー
ジを引き出す優れたレイアウト事例を紹介します 幾何学模様を巧みに用いたレイアウト事例を300点超掲載 this is the first edition of this
publication which presents a comprehensive collection of data on consumption patterns in the
eu including spending patterns prices consumption habits consumer attitudes and quality
indicators as well as providing details of european policy initiatives the data has been taken
from various sources including eurostat and other surveys and has been compiled using the
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coicop classification of individual consumption by purpose classification the primary aim of this
publication is to provide policy makers with relevant information for the evaluation and
development of consumer policy but will also be of interest to others concerned with consumer
affairs such as consumer organisations public authorities advertisers and other businesses
interested in european wide markets european union politics fourth edition provides a
comprehensive and authoritative overview of eu theories institutions policies and issues bringing
together carefully edited contributions from leading scholars in the field it assumes no
background knowledge and is therefore accessible to students new to the subject the text is
enhanced by excellent learning features including reader s guides text boxes key points figures
questions further reading web links and a glossary an extensive companion website coming
soon will offer resources for students interactive maps of europe an interactive timeline of key
events in the history of the eu multiple choice questions biographies of important figures in eu
history an exam study guide a flashcard glossary and links to oup journal articles and instructors
powerpoint based lecture slides essay seminar and quiz questions and boxes and figures from
the text ユーラシアにおける発達した市場経済は生態環境の制約に直面していた なぜ西欧だけが分岐していったのか グローバルヒストリーの代表作 leonardo da
vinci 1452 1519 was one of the pre eminent figures of the italian renaissance he was also one of
the most paradoxical he spent an incredible amount of time writing notebooks perhaps even
more time than he ever held a brush yet at the same time leonardo was renaissance culture s
most fanatical critic of the word when leonardo criticized writing he criticized it as an expert on
words when he was painting writing remained in the back of his mind in this book joost keizer
argues that the comparison between word and image fuelled leonardo s thought the paradoxes
at the heart of leonardo s ideas and practice also defined some of renaissance culture s central
assumptions about culture and nature that there is a look to script that painting offered a path
out of culture and back to nature that the meaning of images emerged in comparison with words
and that the difference between image making and writing also amounted to a difference in the
experience of time key figures on european transport presents a selection of key transport
indicators for the european union eu and its individual member states as well as the efta
countries this publication may be viewed as an introduction to european transport statistics and
provides a starting point for those who wish to explore the wide range of data that are freely
available on eurostat s website at ec europa eu eurostat together with a range of online articles
in statistics explained key figures on european transport aims to provide intuitive visualisations
and innovative data presentations supported by concise texts in line with the eurostat
publication key figures on europe it has been conceived to offer a balanced set of indicators the
first two chapters start with a presentation of transport measurement providing information on
the movement of people and goods by land water and air transport modes the third chapter
looks at transport safety again presenting information for various transport modes the fourth
chapter combines information on transport the environment and energy the final chapter looks
at a range of economic indicators such as employment in the transport sector transport prices
and expenditure on transport the schuman report 2011 on european union is both a reference
and a tool on european affairs a reference book gathering contributions from best experts it
helps the readers to build their own point of view on key issues european politics state of the
economies in the current crisis europe in the world and challenges on international security a
tool book with around 30 original maps it gathers a full set of key information synthesis of
political life in europe key figures on europe with comments and analysis the figure of the
migrant in contemporary european cinema explores contemporary debates around the concepts
of europe and european identity through an examination of recent european films dealing with
various aspects of globalization the refugee crisis labour migration the resurgence of
nationalism and ethnic violence neoliberalism post colonialism with a particular attention to the
figure of the migrant and the ways in which this figure challenges us to rethink europe and its
core enlightenment values citizenship justice ethics liberty tolerance and hospitality in a post
national context of ephemerality volatility and contingency that finds people desperately looking
for firmer markers of identity the book argues that a compelling case can be made for re
orienting the study of contemporary european cinema around the figure of the migrant viewed
both as a symbolic figure representing post national citizenship urbanization the gap between
ethics and justice and as a figure occupying an increasingly central place in european cinema in
general rather than only in what is usually called migrant and diasporic cinema by drawing
attention to the structural and affective affinities between the experience of migrants and non
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migrants europeans and non europeans trifonova shows that it is becoming increasingly difficult
to separate stories about migration from stories about life under neoliberalism in general
globalisation and complex europeanisation are two significant challenges currently influencing
the restructure of the european nation state and redefining political power for this volume first
rate european scholars look at the consequences of these and other challenges faced by
european societies contributions revisit traditional objects of political science state sovereignty
civil society and citizenship mixing sophisticated empirical analyses with methodological and
conceptual innovations including field theory multiple correspondence analysis and the study of
space sets combining qualitative and quantitative research techniques and macro and micro
levels chapters have in common a contextual analysis of politics through scrutiny of
configurations of groups representations and perceptions a transnational perspective is the
common thread linking every study in this volume which seeks to avoid methodological
nationalism this engaging collection of primary sources selected fiction excerpts and images
explores important events figures and themes in european history from 1789 to 1900 19th
century europe offers five types of selections memoirs of individuals who witnessed important
historical events excerpts from works of fiction writings of influential figures and theorists
significant historical documents and images primary source selections acquaint students with
the writings and documents that helped shape the long 19th century european history while the
fiction selections bring historical events to the level of human life the selections explore
significant themes of this time period modernization liberalism and nationalism society and
culture the relationship between the individual and society and the relationship between europe
and the world enhancing students understanding of the historical events presented in course
both challenging and captivating 19th century europe provides students with a glimpse of the
emotions ideologies and attitudes that lie behind the facts and figures of history allowing them
to experience the past and to better understand it statistiske nøgletal om eu landene bl a om
befolkning levestandard beskæftigelse og økonomi this short guide presents the latest data
available for the european union eu and the european neighbourhood policy east enp east
countries the enp east region covers six countries armenia azerbaijan belarus georgia moldova
and ukraine through the enp the eu offers its neighbours a relationship built upon a mutual
commitment to common values democracy and human rights rule of law good governance
market economy principles and sustainable development what does europe mean as we enter
the 21st century a rapidly expanding club of nation states a large single market in which labour
goods and services can move freely a centralizing superstate run by unelected bureaucrats an
economic giant but a political pygmy on the world stage romano prodi president of the european
commission tackles these and other questions in this important new book it offers both a
political vision and a personal statement by one of the most important political figures in europe
today central to prodi s vision of europe what it can and should be are the ideals of the
european union s founding fathers adenauer de gasperi monnet schuman their goal was a
peaceful democratic europe in which all the peoples of our continent could live together in
security freedom justice and equality the path towards that goal argues prodi is inextricably
bound up with economics as the eu s member states voluntarily pool their national sovereignty
especially monetary sovereignty that dream that vision of europe is gradually coming true this
book will be of great interest to anyone concerned with europe and its future
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Europe in Figures
2005

this publication supplies accurate objective information about the european community it is
primarily for educational purposes sections include the european union its institutions the
financing of the european union community policies the environment population education
research technological development the labor market living standards agriculture fishing fish
farming energy industry services money finance national accounts the european union s
international trade the external relations of the european union list of abbreviations

Europe in Figures
1999-09

in this publication scholars from various european countries address the symbolic deficit of the
eu and the continent as a whole they examine the history and meanings of various myths
surrounding europe as well as discussing the cultural shift that will have to occur in order to give
rise to a multicultural identity

Europe in Figures - Eurostat Yearbook 2008
2008-10-01

recoge the european union a success story the european union a growing family size and
population quality of life education research and the information society europeans at work
economic activity and trade transport energy and the environment europeans living together
the candidate countries a friendly neighbourhood

Figures D'Europe
2003

this publication contains a wide range of comparable and up to date data for the european union
and its member states euro zone countries the european economic area and other global key
players chapters cover social statistics relating to population health education the labour market
household and welfare issues the economy including national accounts prices and wages
balance of payments and international trade the environment including water resources and
supply waste treatment air pollution and climate change science and technology issues such as
research and development and the growth of the information society business sectors and
enterprises including industry and construction tourism transport and energy agriculture forestry
and fisheries the yearbook contains all structural indicators the european commission and
national governments have agreed to use to evaluate progress in the eu

Key Facts and Figures
2007

the european union eu covers a large part of the continent of europe in 2004 its membership
increases from 15 to 25 when two more countries join in 2007 the eu will have a population of
nearly half a billion the european union aims to be a fair and caring society all eu countries are
committed to peace democracy the rule of law and respect for human rights and they work
together to promote these values in the wider world to become more competitive and
prosperous the eu is creating new and better jobs and giving its citizens new skills in partnership
with its near neighbours the eu is also working to spread prosperity and democratic progress
beyond its borders this booklet sets out many basic facts about the european union and
presents up to date figures in a series of clear and entertaining graphs and illustrations
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Key Figures on Europe
2011

from emperors and queens to artists and world travelers from popes and scholars to saints and
heretics key figures in medieval europe brings together in one volume the most important
people who lived in medieval europe between 500 and 1500 gathered from the biographical
entries from the on going series the routledge encyclopedias of the middle ages these a z
biographical entries discuss the lives of over 575 individuals who have had a historical impact in
such areas as politics religion or the arts individuals from places such as medieval england
france germany iberia italy and scandinavia are included as well as those from the jewish and
islamic worlds a thematic outline is included that lists people not only by categories but also by
regions for a full list of entries contributors and more visit the routledge encyclopedias of the
middle ages website

Pocket Europe in Figures
1999-02

as job and career movement within europe has become ever easier it has become increasingly
important to know more about european education this book a companion volume to uk
education facts and figures provides wide and varied data covering all of western europe

Key Figures on Europe
2016

europe in figures is for and about europeans this edition provides a wealth of harmonised and
comparable data on the european union the euro zone and the eu member states with
additional statistics for major non european countries

Europe in Figures
2005

european business looks at more than 125 european manufacturing and service industries
production and foreign trade are included in this report as is a macroeconomic outlook for the
region and a look at emerging industries

Key Figures on Europe
2011

本書では円や三角 四角 線などのシンプルな形が生み出す斬新なデザインと 作品のメッセージを引き出す優れたレイアウト事例を紹介します 幾何学模様を巧みに用いたレイアウト
事例を300点超掲載

Key Facts and Figures about the European Union
2003

this is the first edition of this publication which presents a comprehensive collection of data on
consumption patterns in the eu including spending patterns prices consumption habits
consumer attitudes and quality indicators as well as providing details of european policy
initiatives the data has been taken from various sources including eurostat and other surveys
and has been compiled using the coicop classification of individual consumption by purpose
classification the primary aim of this publication is to provide policy makers with relevant
information for the evaluation and development of consumer policy but will also be of interest to
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others concerned with consumer affairs such as consumer organisations public authorities
advertisers and other businesses interested in european wide markets

Key Figures in Medieval Europe
2013-10-18

european union politics fourth edition provides a comprehensive and authoritative overview of
eu theories institutions policies and issues bringing together carefully edited contributions from
leading scholars in the field it assumes no background knowledge and is therefore accessible to
students new to the subject the text is enhanced by excellent learning features including reader
s guides text boxes key points figures questions further reading web links and a glossary an
extensive companion website coming soon will offer resources for students interactive maps of
europe an interactive timeline of key events in the history of the eu multiple choice questions
biographies of important figures in eu history an exam study guide a flashcard glossary and links
to oup journal articles and instructors powerpoint based lecture slides essay seminar and quiz
questions and boxes and figures from the text

Europe's future in figures
1962

ユーラシアにおける発達した市場経済は生態環境の制約に直面していた なぜ西欧だけが分岐していったのか グローバルヒストリーの代表作

History of Europe: an Enthralling Overview of Major
Events and Figures in Europe's Past
2024-03-19

leonardo da vinci 1452 1519 was one of the pre eminent figures of the italian renaissance he
was also one of the most paradoxical he spent an incredible amount of time writing notebooks
perhaps even more time than he ever held a brush yet at the same time leonardo was
renaissance culture s most fanatical critic of the word when leonardo criticized writing he
criticized it as an expert on words when he was painting writing remained in the back of his
mind in this book joost keizer argues that the comparison between word and image fuelled
leonardo s thought the paradoxes at the heart of leonardo s ideas and practice also defined
some of renaissance culture s central assumptions about culture and nature that there is a look
to script that painting offered a path out of culture and back to nature that the meaning of
images emerged in comparison with words and that the difference between image making and
writing also amounted to a difference in the experience of time

Education in Western Europe
1997

key figures on european transport presents a selection of key transport indicators for the
european union eu and its individual member states as well as the efta countries this publication
may be viewed as an introduction to european transport statistics and provides a starting point
for those who wish to explore the wide range of data that are freely available on eurostat s
website at ec europa eu eurostat together with a range of online articles in statistics explained
key figures on european transport aims to provide intuitive visualisations and innovative data
presentations supported by concise texts in line with the eurostat publication key figures on
europe it has been conceived to offer a balanced set of indicators the first two chapters start
with a presentation of transport measurement providing information on the movement of people
and goods by land water and air transport modes the third chapter looks at transport safety
again presenting information for various transport modes the fourth chapter combines
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information on transport the environment and energy the final chapter looks at a range of
economic indicators such as employment in the transport sector transport prices and
expenditure on transport

Europe in Figures
2012-05

the schuman report 2011 on european union is both a reference and a tool on european affairs a
reference book gathering contributions from best experts it helps the readers to build their own
point of view on key issues european politics state of the economies in the current crisis europe
in the world and challenges on international security a tool book with around 30 original maps it
gathers a full set of key information synthesis of political life in europe key figures on europe
with comments and analysis

Europe's future in figures
1962

the figure of the migrant in contemporary european cinema explores contemporary debates
around the concepts of europe and european identity through an examination of recent
european films dealing with various aspects of globalization the refugee crisis labour migration
the resurgence of nationalism and ethnic violence neoliberalism post colonialism with a
particular attention to the figure of the migrant and the ways in which this figure challenges us
to rethink europe and its core enlightenment values citizenship justice ethics liberty tolerance
and hospitality in a post national context of ephemerality volatility and contingency that finds
people desperately looking for firmer markers of identity the book argues that a compelling case
can be made for re orienting the study of contemporary european cinema around the figure of
the migrant viewed both as a symbolic figure representing post national citizenship urbanization
the gap between ethics and justice and as a figure occupying an increasingly central place in
european cinema in general rather than only in what is usually called migrant and diasporic
cinema by drawing attention to the structural and affective affinities between the experience of
migrants and non migrants europeans and non europeans trifonova shows that it is becoming
increasingly difficult to separate stories about migration from stories about life under
neoliberalism in general

Entreprises européennes
2004

globalisation and complex europeanisation are two significant challenges currently influencing
the restructure of the european nation state and redefining political power for this volume first
rate european scholars look at the consequences of these and other challenges faced by
european societies contributions revisit traditional objects of political science state sovereignty
civil society and citizenship mixing sophisticated empirical analyses with methodological and
conceptual innovations including field theory multiple correspondence analysis and the study of
space sets combining qualitative and quantitative research techniques and macro and micro
levels chapters have in common a contextual analysis of politics through scrutiny of
configurations of groups representations and perceptions a transnational perspective is the
common thread linking every study in this volume which seeks to avoid methodological
nationalism

図形で魅せる広告レイアウトデザイン
2020-11

this engaging collection of primary sources selected fiction excerpts and images explores
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important events figures and themes in european history from 1789 to 1900 19th century
europe offers five types of selections memoirs of individuals who witnessed important historical
events excerpts from works of fiction writings of influential figures and theorists significant
historical documents and images primary source selections acquaint students with the writings
and documents that helped shape the long 19th century european history while the fiction
selections bring historical events to the level of human life the selections explore significant
themes of this time period modernization liberalism and nationalism society and culture the
relationship between the individual and society and the relationship between europe and the
world enhancing students understanding of the historical events presented in course both
challenging and captivating 19th century europe provides students with a glimpse of the
emotions ideologies and attitudes that lie behind the facts and figures of history allowing them
to experience the past and to better understand it

Consumers in Europe
2001

statistiske nøgletal om eu landene bl a om befolkning levestandard beskæftigelse og økonomi

EU Transport in Figures 2012
2012

this short guide presents the latest data available for the european union eu and the european
neighbourhood policy east enp east countries the enp east region covers six countries armenia
azerbaijan belarus georgia moldova and ukraine through the enp the eu offers its neighbours a
relationship built upon a mutual commitment to common values democracy and human rights
rule of law good governance market economy principles and sustainable development

European Union Politics
2013-01-17

what does europe mean as we enter the 21st century a rapidly expanding club of nation states a
large single market in which labour goods and services can move freely a centralizing superstate
run by unelected bureaucrats an economic giant but a political pygmy on the world stage
romano prodi president of the european commission tackles these and other questions in this
important new book it offers both a political vision and a personal statement by one of the most
important political figures in europe today central to prodi s vision of europe what it can and
should be are the ideals of the european union s founding fathers adenauer de gasperi monnet
schuman their goal was a peaceful democratic europe in which all the peoples of our continent
could live together in security freedom justice and equality the path towards that goal argues
prodi is inextricably bound up with economics as the eu s member states voluntarily pool their
national sovereignty especially monetary sovereignty that dream that vision of europe is
gradually coming true this book will be of great interest to anyone concerned with europe and
its future

A Visit to Europe in 1851
1853

大分岐
2015-05-31
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The Europe Illusion
2019-02-28

The Book of European Regions
1992-01

Leading Figures in European History
1912

Key Figures on European Transport
2022

Schuman Report on Europe
2011-04-07

The Figure of the Migrant in Contemporary European
Cinema
2020-07-09

A Political Sociology of Transnational Europe
2014-02-14

EU Transport in Figures
2000

Nineteenth Century Europe
2007

EU Transport in Figures
1998

Wholesale Prices, Wages, and Transportation
1893
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A Community of Fifteen
2000

A Survey of the Economic Situation and Prospects of
Europe
1948

A History of the Birds of Europe, Not Observed in the
British Isles
1875

Basic Figures on the European Neighbourhood Policy
2014

Europe as I See It
2000-12-19
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